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The Impact of Release-based Training
on Software Vulnerability Prediction Models
Software vulnerability prediction models can give us the ability to predict which portions
of code are more prone to contain vulnerabilities and focus testing effort, potentially
increasing code quality and reducing security threats.
As pointed out in a recent investigation [1], most of the
proposed models have been evaluated by researchers
using cross-validation. However, in a real-case scenario,
one is interested in
training the model
using information
related to prior
releases of software
and obtaining predictions on the current version to
be released. So there is a gap between the
performance observed in research studies and those
that would be obtained in a real environment.
With this work we aim to start bridging this gap, by performing a preliminary study on:
What is the performance of vulnerability prediction models trained using a
release-based approach when compared to models trained using cross-validation,
and which modelling approach is more sensitive to the use of a different validation method?
We evaluate two vulnerability prediction
models, one based on Software Metrics
and one based on Text tokens, using a
popular PHP vulnerability dataset [2].
The initial findings reveal that the
models’ performance drop drastically
when considering a release-based
training and validation method rather
than
cross-validation.
The
table
summarizes the average value of the
Matthews
Correlation
Coefficient
observed in the executed experiments.
Cross-validation

Release-based

Software Metrics

0.72

0.15

Text Tokens

0.82

0.36
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